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Foreword
RT (formerly Russia Today) is a tool of Russian political influence, designed to spread disinformation and
undermine Western values around the world. Since its creation in 2005, this Russian state media outlet
has broadcasted purposely misleading information about key events, propagated unfounded conspiracy
theories, and presented lies as facts. Over the last twelve years, the Russian government has invested
significant resources into growing its “disinformation ecosystem,” in which RT plays an important role
alongside bot armies, troll factories, the Kremlin-funded Sputnik, and other fly-by-night “news” sites. The
January 2017 US intelligence report that assessed Russian influence operations during the presidential
elections concluded that RT was part of the Russian government’s strategic messaging campaign aimed at
undermining the democratic process, sowing distrust in Western institutions, and influencing the outcome
of the US presidential elections.
RT and the Russian government claim that the network is an independent news agency akin to the British
BBC or the German Deutsche Welle, but, like much of its reporting, this too is a lie. Unlike these networks,
RT’s funding and governance structure are purposely opaque, its so-called reporting is unabashedly
supportive of Russian President Vladimir Putin and his foreign policy, and its true mission is to influence
rather than inform.
RT is by design an extension of the Kremlin’s political warfare against the West. Yet it continues to operate
in the United States under the guise of media independence. RT functions as a foreign agent of influence,
and it is time that the network was legally recognized as such. This Atlantic Council report details the
legal framework for requiring RT to register as an “agent of a foreign principal” under the Foreign Agents
Registration Act of 1938 (FARA). Expertly written and convincingly argued, the report’s conclusion,
supported by overwhelming evidence, is clear: RT is not like the BBC; it does not qualify for legal exemption;
it must be required to register under FARA. The report provides detailed policy recommendations and
specific actions that the US Congress and the Department of Justice should take to update FARA for the
modern information age and improve enforcement.
In 2017, Congressional members in the Senate and House introduced bipartisan legislation that would
allow the Department of Justice the authority to investigate outlets like RT for possible FARA violations.
This legislation, introduced by and Representatives David Cicilline (D-RI) and Matthew Gaetz (R-FL) and
Senator Jeanne Shaheen (D), deserves serious consideration. If passed into law, it would send a strong
message to President Putin and be an important step in securing our democracies from foreign meddling.

Dr. Alina Polyakova
Director of Research, Europe & Eurasia
Atlantic Council
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Introduction1
“[T]he Kremlin is waging an
international disinformation campaign
through the RT propaganda network
which traffics in anti-American
conspiracy theories that rivaled the
extravagant untruths of Soviet era
Pravda (ph). Russia also has a long
history of meddling in other countries,
election systems and launching cyberattacks on a wide range of countries
and industries.”i
James B. Comey, Former Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, testifying at the House
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
hearing on Russian Active Measures, March 20, 2017
The declassified US intelligence report on Russian
interference in the 2016 US elections found that
Russia implemented a multifaceted influence
campaign. It combined “disclosures of data
obtained through Russian hacking operations;
intrusions into U.S. state and local electoral
boards; and overt propaganda.”2 Russia’s state-run
propaganda machine is comprised of its domestic
media, international television (TV) channel RT
and news agency Sputnik, and a network of quasigovernment trolls.3 The intelligence community
assessed that, in trying to influence the US election,
“the Kremlin sought to advance its longstanding
desire to undermine the U.S.-led liberal democratic
order,” which Russian President Vladimir Putin
views as a threat to Russia and his regime.4 To
influence policies and fuel discontent, the Kremlin’s
primary tool was state-funded TV channel RT, which
broadcasts in English in the United States.
1

This is not the first time that a foreign country
with interests inimical to ours has directed its
“information warfare” against the American people.
Similar tactics were extensively used by the Nazis
before and during World War II, and by the Soviet
Union during the Cold War. To address these issues,
the US Congress adopted the Foreign Agents
Registration Act of 1938 (FARA), which required
persons advancing foreign interests to register as
“agents of foreign principals” and disclose the full
extent of their activities and the nature of their
employment. The act aimed to ensure that the
American people were not misled into thinking
that they received information from a disinterested
source. There is a lesson here.
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To counter the Kremlin’s influence campaign, the
US government could enforce FARA against RT
and compel it to register as an agent of the Russian
government. This would alert the public to Russia’s
efforts and limit Russia’s ability to masquerade its
“information warfare” as legitimate media activity.
As a disclosure statute, FARA does not prohibit,
edit, or restrain an agent’s ability to distribute
information. Rather, it compels disclosure of the
origin and purpose of the information to help the
audience develop an accurate understanding of the
source. In doing so, it does not suppress freedom of
speech; instead, it serves the First Amendment by
supplementing information available to the public.5
In 1938, Congress adopted the Foreign Agents
Registration Act to address Nazi propaganda
activities in the United States. The act requires
agents of foreign principals to identify
themselves and publicly disclose the nature of
their employment. The act aims to ensure that the
American people are not misled into thinking that
the information disseminated by foreign agents
originates from a disinterested source.
Concerned about the findings that RT attempted to
influence the 2016 elections, New Hampshire Sen.
Jeanne Shaheen (D), on March 7, 2017, Rep. David
Cicilline (D), and Rep. Matthew Gaetz (R), on June
7, 2017, introduced bills that would give the US
Department of Justice (the DOJ or Department)
additional authority to investigate outlets like RT for
possible FARA violations.6 While Senator Shaheen’s,
Representative Cicilline’s, and Representative
Gaetz’s proposals would increase the efficiency of
FARA enforcement, the reform needs to be more
comprehensive. Such reform should reflect how
seriously the government takes violations of the act
and resource the DOJ to investigate and prosecute
such violations.
This paper will review FARA, its history, and purpose;
consider whether RT in fact is required to register as
an “agent of a foreign principal”; discuss whether
RT qualifies for a bona fide media exclusion;
consider policy implications of FARA enforcement
against RT; and present recommendations to
modernize FARA. Finally, it will conclude that
having RT register as a foreign agent is necessary
to ensure that the American public is not misled
that RT is a disinterested source, consistent with
our constitutional free speech guarantees, and
warranted by our foreign policy interests.
3
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Foreign Agents Registration Act
of 1938
Key Provisions and Definitions

•

Diplomats and foreign officials;

•

Persons engaging in private commercial
activities;

•

Persons engaging in activities of religious,
scholastic, academic, scientific, or fine arts
nature;

•

Persons soliciting funds for medical aid or
humanitarian purposes;

•

Lawyers representing foreign principals in
the courts or similar proceedings;

A registered foreign agent must submit periodic
disclosures outlining his/her agreements with
the foreign principal, disclose income from and
expenditures on behalf the principal, and have
business records of his/her activities available for
inspection by the DOJ. In addition, a foreign agent
must ensure that all informational materials it
distributes are conspicuously labeled10 and filed with
the DOJ. Failure to comply with any requirements of
the act is a criminal offense that could result in a fine
of up to $10,000, imprisonment for up to five years,
or both.11 The DOJ can also seek civil injunctive
relief against a foreign agent who is believed to
be in violation and compel registration.12 The DOJ
National Security Division (the NSD) and its FARA
Registration Unit (FARA Unit) are responsible for
the enforcement and administration of the act. The
FARA Unit currently has 396 registrants, most of
whom are lobbying firms, law firms, and publicity
agencies.13

•

Lobbyists registered under the Lobbying
Disclosure Act if they represent foreign
commercial interest;

•

Bona fide media organizations are excluded
from the definition of “agent of a foreign
principal,” if certain conditions are met.

Legislative History and Purpose
Congress enacted FARA to address Nazi propaganda
activities in the United States in the 1930s, which
were discovered during an investigation by
the McCormack-Dickstein House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC).14
By enacting the statute, Congress aimed to limit the
effectiveness of foreign propaganda and, following
the HUAC’s recommendations, required agents of
foreign principals to identify themselves and publicly
disclose the nature of their employment. The policy
and purpose of the act mandated disclosure to
protect the national defense, internal security,
and foreign relations of the United States . . .

4

Statutory Exemptions to FARA Registration

The Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 requires
that every person acting as an “agent of a foreign
principal,”7 unless otherwise exempt, must register
with the Attorney General within ten days of being
engaged and before performing any work as such
an agent.8 The term “agent of a foreign principal”
specifically excludes any US news organization or
foreign media organizations engaged in bona fide
news or journalistic activities in the United States,
provided that specific requirements, discussed
infra, are met.9

22 U.S.C.A. §§ 611(d), 613.
so that the Government and the people of the
United States may be informed of the identity
of such persons and may appraise their
statements and actions in the light of their
associations and activities.15
However, in support of this crucial policy and
purpose, Congress did not prohibit, edit, or restrain
the distribution of advocacy materials. Instead, it
required foreign agents to disclose the origin and
purpose of the information they put out. This focus
on disclosure helped ensure the constitutionality
of the act and allowed it to withstand multiple
enforcement challenges.16
After FARA was enacted, the investigative
reports by HUAC described in detail the methods
and tactics employed by the Nazi regime to
disseminate propaganda.17 HUAC identified dozens
of propaganda agents working under diplomatic
cover in cultural and educational organizations,
foundations, and in the print and news agencies.18
The first enforcement actions under FARA targeted
German print and news organizations, such as the
German Library of Information and Transocean
News Service, which worked as propaganda fronts
for the Nazi regime.19
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Is RT an Agent of a Foreign
Principal?
What Is RT?

RT, formerly known as “Russia Today,” is a Kremlinfunded 24-hour news network that broadcasts in
English, Spanish, and Arabic and claims to have a
global reach of 700 million people in more than 100
countries.20 In the United States, it is available via
satellite, cable, and internet streaming, and claims
to be among the top five of the most watched
international TV channels with a weekly audience of
more than eight million.21
“Russia Today” and “RT” are both public names
for the legal entity ANO “TV-Novosti,” which was
established in 2005 by Russia’s 100 percent stateowned news agency RIA Novosti.22 “ANO” in Russian
stands for “autonomous nonprofit organization”;
“TV-Novosti” is Russian for “TV-News.” Originally,
Russia Today was conceived as a soft-power tool
to improve Russia’s image abroad and counter
the “anti-Russian bias” in media coverage of
Russia.23 But by 2009, Russia Today recast itself
as presenting “an alternative view”24 to that of
mainstream Western media on global events25 and
changed its name from “Russia Today” to “RT.”26
Instead of promoting Russian news narratives,
RT adopted a new slogan “Question More” and
focused on undermining Western reports.27 Today,
the “alternative view” presented by RT is voiced by
guests from the US left, European right, and others
who are highly critical of the Western system of
government and express the view that democratic
values are flawed.28
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RT Broadcasting in the United
States

In a 2012 interview, RT editor-in-chief Margarita
Simonian said that RT was not a foreign agent
under FARA because, in the United States, RT
conducts its activities via a for-profit organization,
to which RT “simply transfers funds.”29 According
to public records, RT contracts with two District
of Columbia-registered entities—RTTV America,
Inc. and RTTV Studios, LLC, which are “owned and
controlled” by a Russian-born businessman Alex
Yazlovsky, who is a dual US and Russian citizen.30
Both entities were incorporated in 2005, the same
year RT was established,31 and are registered at the
same addresses as the RT’s three US bureaus. They
produce video content, tape shows, provide crew
services, and studio facilities for RT,32 as well as
transmit content for distribution to RT’s audience in
the United States.33 RT pays for their products and
services on contractual basis and maintains that the
RT news channel is unrelated to these entities.34
RT operates similarly in the United Kingdom (UK),
where it contracts all its services from a “supplier”—
“Russia Today TV Ltd.”—a “local production
company that, amongst other things, handles RT
staff salaries.”35

5
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Should RT Register as an Agent of
the Russian Government?
In order to compel someone to register under
FARA, the government needs to present evidence
that this person (1) acts “at order, request, or under
direction or control, of a foreign principal”; and (2)
engages in “political activities in the interest of its
foreign principal.”36 The critical threshold question
under FARA is whether a foreign principal directs
or controls the person in question. As set forth
below, RT’s opaque corporate structure obscures
who actually decides its management and editorial
policy, so RT could deny that the news organization
is controlled by the Russian government within the
meaning of FARA. However, there is substantial
circumstantial evidence of state control, including
RT’s (1) founding and continued control by a
Russian state-owned news agency, (2) reliance on
the Russian state for 99 percent of its budget, and
(3) non-transparent governance structure that—in
contrast to other state-funded new organizations
like the UK’s British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) and Germany’s Deutsche Welle (DW)—allows
the Kremlin to influence its policies and operations.
Furthermore, there is strong evidence from RT’s
past coverage that it engages in “political activities”
within the meaning of FARA. This section therefore
argues that RT is properly subject to FARA
registration.

“RT is essentially a propaganda
mouthpiece for the [Russian]
government, since the predominance
of its funding comes from the
government and the management is
close to Putin. So it’s, as I say, . . . [a]
Russian governmental mouthpiece.”ii
Ret. Gen. R. James Clapper, Former Director of
National Intelligence

Whether RT Is Subject to Direction
or Control of a Foreign Principal
RT’s Autonomy from the Russian
Government
RT claims that it is “independent from the state”
because ANO TV-Novosti, the legal entity behind
RT, is an “autonomous nonprofit organization.”37
Under Russian law, autonomous nonprofits are
non-member organizations created by property
contributions from founders for the provision of
services in education, healthcare, culture, and
other fields.38 Their autonomy can manifest as
follows: (1) the assets contributed by the founder
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become property of the nonprofit,39 and (2) the
founder cannot be held liable for the actions of
the autonomous nonprofits, and the latter have no
liability for the founder.40 In all other respects, the
autonomous nonprofits are subject to “control”41
by the founder “in the order prescribed by their
founding documents,” such as a charter or an
agreement for establishing the organization.42
Therefore, the nonprofit’s management decisions
regarding its financial and economic activities,
budget priorities, hiring and employee relations,
and—most importantly in this case—editorial policy,
remain subject to control of the founder, unless the
founder provides otherwise. In RT’s case, the single

Creation of the International News Agency
Russia Today
In December 2013, a presidential decree “On
Measures on Increasing Effectiveness of State
Media” issued by Vladimir Putin merged RT into
a newly created “state unitary enterprise,” called
International News Agency Russia Today (MIA
Rossiya Segodnya).1 The new entity was created
to liquidate RT’s state-owned founder RIA
Novosti and transfer all its subsidiaries, along
with their assets, to MIA Rossiya Segodnya. The
decree provided that the main purpose of MIA
Rossiya Segodnya, a new parent organization
for RT, shall be to “highlight abroad the state
policy and public life of the Russian Federation,”
and, among other things, to “secure the national
interests of the Russian Federation in the
information field.”2
The same day MIA Rossiya Segodnya was
created, Putin appointed Dmitry Kiselev its
general director.3 Mr. Kiselev is a conservative
news anchor and a devoted Putin loyalist with
extreme anti-Western views.4
1 Order by President of Russian Federation on Measures
on Increasing Effectiveness of State Media No. 894,
December 9, 2013, Section 3.
2 Charter of the MIA Rossiya Segodnya, Section 2.1.
3 Order by President of Russian Federation on General
Director of the International News Agency Rossiya
Segodnya No. 895, December 9, 2013, http://kremlin.ru/
acts/news/19806 (in Russian).
4 “Putin appoints homophobic presenter to head state
news agency,” Associated Press, December 9, 2013,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/09/putinappoints-homophobic-presenter-kiselyov-head-newsagency-homosexuals.
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Photo credit: Reuters/Jim Bourg.

founder was Russia’s state-owned news agency
RIA Novosti, which was liquidated in 2013.43 A new
media holding Russia Today, headed by “Putin’s
chief propagandist”44 Dmitry Kiselev,45 was formed
in its place and became its legal successor.46

RT’s Opaque Operations
RT’s charter specifies that it is governed by a
supervisory board.47 Yet, the composition of the
board is not publicly disclosed. Initially, the board
members were appointed by RT’s founder, but
subsequently the board members have reelected
themselves annually. The board appoints and
removes the editor-in-chief, who sets priorities and
decides how to use the organization’s property as
RT’s sole executive body. The charter is silent about
the criteria upon which the board members should
be elected, invited to join, or removed, or what
qualifications and experience they should possess,
likewise whether they should be independent from
the state, from each other, or from a third party.
The identities of RT’s supervisory board members
are not publicly disclosed; therefore, it is unknown
whose interests they may advance and to whom they
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ultimately report. RT does not compensate board
members for their service, which is not unusual for
a nonprofit. But it is unusual for a nonprofit not to
disclose who governs it and to allow board members
to reelect themselves annually. Given the overall lack
of transparency in RT’s structure, the nondisclosure
of individuals serving on its supervisory board
appears purposeful. It is clear that a TV channel
whose board members were independent journalists
and public figures with diverse viewpoints would
have a different editorial profile than a channel
whose board members were gathered from the
Putin administration, the leadership of other staterun TV channels, or otherwise are persons over
whom President Putin has leverage.

Whether RT’s Editorial Policy Is
Autonomous

Where formal governmental ties are concealed
by opaque corporate structures, actual control
could be established from facts and circumstances
demonstrating the consistency of RT’s editorial views
with official positions of the Russian government
and lack of contrary positions or critical reporting.
ANO TV-Novosti may be deemed autonomous
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under Russian law; however, in the United States,
the separate existence of corporate entities does
not legally isolate them from each other, especially
where facts and circumstances demonstrate the
opposite. Otherwise, any FARA registrant would be
able to avoid registration by setting up a nonprofit
and proclaiming that it is independent, thus
rendering the act meaningless.
The UK media regulator Ofcom investigated
complaints against RT and found nine episodes
in 2014–16 when its reporting was in breach of
broadcasting standards on impartiality. No other
entity was sanctioned so frequently in such a short
period of time.48 Each incident of bias concerned
“issues of political controversies” and coincided with
the Kremlin’s policy goals in Ukraine, Turkey, and
Syria.49 For example, the investigation concluded
that in covering the 2014 constitutional crisis in
Ukraine, RT emphasized that “ultra-nationalist
forces” came to power in Kiev, threatened ethnic
Russians living in Ukraine, and were a “potential
national security threat to Russia.”50 RT’s reports
described the interim Ukrainian government as
“self-proclaimed” and “self-appointed”—thereby
emphasizing the view that the new government
lacked legitimacy—and also reported that the
government was giving “illegal orders” to Crimean
military and police personnel. Contemporaneously,
the Kremlin used the same arguments to justify
the invasion and annexation of Crimea. Ofcom
also concluded that RT failed to give the interim
government an opportunity to adequately reflect its
viewpoint.51 Critics of Russia’s position on Ukraine
were conspicuously absent from RT.
Some may argue that such coincidence of editorial
views expressed by RT with Russian government’s
policies is not sufficient to establish that the Kremlin
controls the channel. Indeed, in a 1966 amendment
Congress emphasized that FARA should not require

Figure 1. TV news broadcasts failing
to show due impartiality
8
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To compel someone to register as an agent of
a foreign principal, the government needs to
present evidence that this person (1) acts “at
order, request, or under direction or control, of
a foreign principal”; and (2) engages in “political
activities” in the interest of its foreign principal.”
the registration of persons who act independently
in exercising their rights of free speech, petition,
or assembly and “may incidentally be of benefit to
foreign interests.”52 But a number of reports based
on independent accounts of former RT staffers
conform that RT has “an unusually strict editorial
line” compared to other broadcast media.53 Liz
Wahl, the RT anchor who resigned on air in 2014
in protest of RT’s coverage of Ukraine, described
how detailed directives on editorial coverage and
selection of commentators came from RT’s Russian
managers.54 Most reporters “were kept in the dark
about the origins of the directives” they received.55
Similarly, a Moscow Times investigation uncovered
that RT has “untouchable” stories that come “from
above”; staff writers and editors are “usually not
privy to the process of how these stories were
ordered and created.”56 These reports may still not
be sufficient to prove the Kremlin’s “direction or
control,” but they warrant further DOJ investigation.

Government Funding and Subsidies
Provided to RT
RT is financed by the Russian government through
annual budgetary appropriations approved by the
legislature and signed by President Putin. According
to government budget appropriations, RT was
allocated approximately $323 million in 2017,57 $285
million in 2016, approximately $236 million in 2015,
and approximately $445 million in 2014 (before the
imposition of sanctions and collapse of the ruble).58
The Daily Beast obtained RT’s leaked financial
record, showing that in 2005–13, RT received about
$2 billion from the Russian government.59
Indeed, RT’s mandatory financial reports to the
Russian Ministry of Justice demonstrate that in
2013–16 government support accounted for 99
percent of its operational expenditures.60 Such
heavy dependence on government funding proves
that the government can exercise leverage and
pressure on RT by cutting the budget.
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Legal Test for FARA Registration

State funding alone usually does not prove a
government’s control over the institutions that
receive funding. The 1966 amendment to FARA
clarifies that “mere receipt of a bona fide subsidy not
subjecting the recipient to the direction or control
of the donor does not require the recipient . . . to
register as agent of the donor.”61 But the reality in
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An armed pro-Russian separatist stands on part of the wreckage of the Malaysia Airlines Boeing 777 plane
after it crashed in the Donetsk region, July 17, 2014. Photo credit: Maxim Zmeyev/Reuters.

Russia is different. In 2013, President Putin said in an
interview to RT that, because the network is funded
by the government, “it cannot help but reflect the
Russian government’s official position on the events
in our country and in the rest of the world one way
or another.”62 Even if Putin’s observation does not
establish state control, it does, at minimum, make
his expectations of the editorial policy very clear.

Whether RT Is Akin to the UK’s BBC
or Germany’s Deutsche Welle

RT claims that it is a “publicly funded” media outlet,
similar to the UK’s BBC or Germany’s Deutsche
Welle (DW).63 However, even though BBC and DW
receive public funding, their governance structure
protects them from government interference.
Their management system is transparent and
designed to ensure accuracy of reporting, editorial
independence, accountability, and transparency of
decision making, as well as pluralism of opinions
broadcast on air. RT discloses no such standards.
The BBC’s TV, radio, and online content is funded by
annual license fee contributions made by all British
people who own television sets (in 2017, the fee is
£147).64 The license fee is designed to make the BBC
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independent of shareholder interests and the cycle
of annual government spending decisions.65 The
BBC Trust consists of twelve publicly announced
trustees and is the governing body of BBC; it
serves as “the guardian of licence fee revenue and
of the public interest in the BBC”66 and prepares
annual reports to the license fee payers and the UK
Parliament.67 The Executive Board is also public, but
separate from the Trust and is responsible for the
operations and “the direction of BBC editorial and
creative output in line with the framework set by
the Trust.”68
Germany’s publicly funded foreign broadcasting
corporation Deutsche Welle is a self-governing
institution and is “not subject to state supervision,”
according to its governing statute.69 DW has a dual
board structure similar to the BBC’s, with a sevenmember Administrative Board and a seven-member
Broadcasting Board.70 Unlike the BBC, Germany’s
DW is financed with annual budgetary allocations
based on a four-year task plan prepared by DW.71
Unlike BBC and DW, the corporate structure of RT is
designed to obscure who controls its management
and sets editorial policy, suggesting that the
Kremlin likely exercises control. RT has not publicly
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put forth the composition of its board or any other
public and/or independent body that participates
in managerial or editorial decisions.72 RT claims to
be editorially independent from the government,
though it does not disclose its editorial standards,
nor does it describe the measures it takes to ensure
a diversity of opinions. It reports annually to the
Ministry of Press on its expenditures,73 but makes
public neither its annual reports, nor its financial
statements and audit reports.

“Russia continually sought to diminish
and undermine our trust in the
American media, like blurring our faith
in what is true and what is not. Russian
propaganda outlets like RT and Sputnik
successfully produced and peddled
disinformation to American audiences
in pursuit of Moscow’s preferred
outcome. This Russian propaganda on
steroids was designed to poison the
national conversation in America.”iii
Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA)
It is not uncommon for foreign media organizations
to be registered as agents of foreign principals.
During the Cold War, the largest Soviet news
agency, TASS, had its New York bureau registered
as a foreign agent under FARA; other Soviet media
also had their US correspondents registered as
agents.74 Most recently, in 2003–2005, RT’s founder
RIA Novosti was registered as a foreign principal
represented by several subsequently serving

agents. Today, several foreign media outlets from
China, Japan, and South Korea are registered with
the FARA Unit at the DOJ.75 Therefore, there is an
established precedent for media organizations to
be registered as agents.

Whether RT Engages in “Political
Activities”

FARA requires proving that the agent of a
foreign principal engages in “political activities
for or in interest of such foreign principal.”76
RT’s engagement in political activities is clearly
demonstrated by its coverage intended to influence
the US government and public during the 2016
elections. The US Intelligence Report found that
Russia used RT as part of its influence efforts to
denigrate Hillary Clinton, because its coverage of
Secretary Clinton throughout the US presidential
campaign was consistently negative, focused on
her leaked e-mails, and accused her of corruption,
poor health, and ties to Islamic extremists.77 Some
Russian officials echoed the RT campaign and
claimed that Secretary Clinton’s election could lead
to a war between the United States and Russia.
At the same time, RT made increasingly favorable
comments about now-President Donald Trump.78
It remains to be investigated whether Russia’s
attempt to influence the US elections were effective
and to what extent. FARA, however, does not require
proof that an agent’s engagement in political
activities brought about any change in US domestic
or foreign policies.

RT’s Coverage of the MH17 Flight Downing in Eastern Ukraine
The downing of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 in 2014, in which the Russian government was implicated,
caused Russia to unfold a multifaceted campaign targeting the credibility of the international
investigation and the validity of its findings. RT aired a documentary showing that a Ukrainian SU-25—a
low-altitude ground attack aircraft—could have, in fact, downed MH17. RT repeatedly invited Russian
military experts to comment that the plane’s debris had damage consistent with damage caused by airto-air missiles.1 It also frequently broadcasted an alternative version by Almaz-Antey, a Russian stateowned missile manufacturer, that MH17 had been brought down by a Buk missile fired from Ukrainian
government-held territory.2
On September 28, 2016, the Dutch-led Joint Investigation Team (JIT) announced that the MH17 flight
was brought down by a missile from a missile launcher brought from Russia. RT presented the findings
of the JIT report as “biased” and “politically motivated”—consistent with the Kremlin’s view on the
MH17 inquiry.3 The Kremlin used the same arguments to refute that Russia could have any responsibility
for the crash.
1

See, e.g., “Could SU-25 Fighter Jet Down a Boeing? Former Pilots Speak Out on MH17 Claims,” RT, March 11, 2015, http://www.
rt.com/news/239881-mh17-ukraine-fighter-jet/.
2 Nimmo, supra note 99.
3 RT’s headlines following the release of the JIT’s preliminary findings include “Buk missile producer: JIT probe lacks tech proof,
experiments showed MH17 downed from Kiev-held area,” “MH17 int’l probe’s only sources are Ukrainian intel & internet Russian MoD,” “Solid facts? 5 flaws that raise doubt over int’l MH17 criminal probe,” “Plane politics: MH17 ‘truth’ enforcers and
the New McCarthyism.” See https://www.rt.com/search?q=almaz+antey+mh17.
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Could RT Rely on a Bona Fide
Media Exclusion?
The vast majority of foreign media organizations,
even state-owned, operate in the United States
legally without having to register as agents. The act
specifically excludes “any news or press service”
engaged in any “bona fide news or journalistic
activities,” so long as it is at least 80 percent
beneficially owned by citizens of the United States
and “not owned, directed, supervised, controlled,
subsidized, or financed, and none of its policies are
determined by any foreign principal.”79
RT most likely would not qualify to be exempt from
registration as a bona fide media organization. First,
the entity that operates RT, ANO TV-Novosti, is
established under the laws of Russia and is subject to
Russian jurisdiction. Second, it is formed by non-US
entities and has as its officers and directors non-US
citizens. Third, as described above, it is 100 percent
owned, controlled, and supervised by a state-owned
entity, MIA Rossiya Segodnya (or RIA Novosti),
financed directly through budgetary allocations and
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99 percent subsidized by the Russian government.
Moreover, to claim the exemption, RT would need to
disclose its beneficial ownership structure, identify
its supervisory board members or other persons
with control, provide detailed financial reports,
and produce evidence demonstrating its editorial
independence—for example, balanced coverage
and diversity of opinion, including positions adverse
to the government’s viewpoint. Compared to this
disclosure, registration may seem a lesser burden,
especially since disclosure does not automatically
grant the exemption.
FARA registration means that RT would need to
conspicuously label its information as “distributed
by an agent on behalf of the foreign principal” and
include these statements on its website, social media
accounts, and in all broadcasts.80 Such disclosure
would be adequate and warranted to alert the US
public about the origin of RT’s information.
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Freedom of Speech and Possibility
of Retaliation
Does FARA Registration Violate
Freedom of Speech?

If the United States were to enforce FARA
against RT, Russia would likely respond with highprofile allegations of double standards in the US
commitment to freedom of speech.81 RT might
also bring a lawsuit in the US courts challenging
the registration requirement. In public and in court,
RT would claim that the US government fears RT’s
popularity and influence as an alternative to the
mainstream media, and therefore seeks to silence
the news organization.82 However, these are not
good reasons to avoid enforcement of registration
and compelling disclosure.
RT’s First Amendment arguments are likely to
be dismissed. FARA’s constitutionality is “wellsettled,”83 since multiple constitutional challenges
during its almost eighty-year history have been
rebuffed at every level of the federal court system,
including at the Supreme Court.84 Even though
the Supreme Court has considerably expanded
First Amendment protections since the previous
constitutional challenge in 1987,85 FARA should
withstand contemporary scrutiny.
RT would likely argue that FARA discriminates
against foreign media organizations engaged
in political speech on the basis of their identity
in “attempts to disfavor certain subjects or
viewpoints.”86 Specifically, under Citizens United
“the Government may not, under the First
Amendment, suppress political speech on the basis
of the speaker’s corporate identity.”87 Nevertheless,
RT’s claim is not likely to succeed.
As a general matter, the First Amendment means
that government has no power to restrict expression
because of its message, ideas, subject matter, or
content.88 However, this principle is not absolute.89
Laws burdening political speech are subject to strict
scrutiny, which requires the government to prove
that the restriction “furthers a compelling interest
and is narrowly tailored to achieve that interest.”90
Under this standard, a statute is consistent with
the Constitution only if it is necessary to achieve
a compelling government purpose and does not
burden other constitutionally protected speech.91
If the government presents sufficient evidence that
RT meets FARA standards for “an agent of a foreign
principal,” it would demonstrate a compelling
government interest to “protect the national
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defense, internal security, and foreign relations of
the United States,” as FARA is expressly designed to
do.92 Even if courts find that compelled registration
could chill speech, it is clear that FARA applies only
to agents of foreign principals, but not to persons
who independently express similar views.93 Thus,
the First Amendment will be “served through
the notification of the public of the effect of this
evidence.”94
As a disclosure statute, FARA does not restrict
speech or create any impediment for an agent to
continue advancing the interests of its foreign
principal, engage with its audience, distribute
information, or participate in public debate.95 This
is different from Citizens United holding that the
prohibition on corporate independent expenditures
for advocating for or against an election candidate is
a ban on speech.96 FARA applies “equally to agents
of friendly, neutral, and unfriendly governments,”97
regardless of the content of their message or views
they express. If statutory requirements for “direction
or control” and intent to influence “domestic
or foreign policies of the United States” are
satisfied, the registration requirement is triggered
automatically, regardless which country’s interests
an agent is advancing. Therefore, RT’s claims of
viewpoint discrimination and attempts to chill free
speech would likely be dismissed.

Would Russia Retaliate if RT Is
Compelled to Register as Foreign
Agent?

Any legal action against RT would probably trigger
threats of retaliation against US government-funded
Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) and
Voice of America (VOA).98 With that in mind, the
US government should consider the reality of how
the Russian Federation already treats RFE/RL and
VOA—blocking both organizations from television
and radio. Matt Armstrong, a member of the
Broadcasting Board of Governors in 2013-2017, the
US government agency that oversees RFE/RL and
VOA, has stated that:
[Russian] stations that did carry VOA and
RFE/RL programming were threatened by the
government. Worse, in Russia and Russiancontrolled areas, such as Crimea, VOA and
RFE/RL’s journalists face physical intimidation
at home and at work, and they are often
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prevented from covering events, including in
Moscow.99
In contrast, RT can operate in the United States
without restriction, including enjoying unfettered
access to cable networks, entering into agreements
with any provider, freely establishing offices
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anywhere in the country, and hiring anyone who
wants to work for RT.100 Compelling RT to register
under FARA will not affect its ability to continue
working in the United States, conduct broadcasting
from its Washington, DC studio, or in any way restrict
its right to operate as it did prior to registration.
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The RT Case Demonstrates Need for
FARA Modernization and Reform
While FARA provides tools to expose RT as an
agent of a foreign principal, the fact that RT has
not yet registered may be indicative of gaps in
the administration and enforcement of the act.
Such gaps were highlighted by the DOJ’s Office of
the Inspector General in the Audit of the National
Security Division’s Enforcement and Administration
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act (OIG
Report).101 The OIG Report emphasized a number
of deficiencies in the DOJ’s administration of the
act, including the lack of a comprehensive FARA
enforcement strategy, poor control and oversight
of FARA registration, and the infrequency of
enforcement actions. The RT case demonstrates
a compelling example of these shortcomings and
highlights the need for DOJ and, where needed,
Congress to modernize how the DOJ administers
and enforces FARA.102
According to the OIG Report, the DOJ’s FARA
Unit stated that it needs civil investigative demand
authority (CID) in order to identify foreign agents
who knowingly or unknowingly fail to register. Such
authority would allow the FARA Unit to “compel
the production of records, or response to written
interrogatories or oral testimony concerning such
records.”103 FARA administrators currently have no
such power.104
Concerned about the US Intelligence Report’s
findings of Russia’s influence in the 2016
elections,105 Senator Jeanne Shaheen of New
Hampshire as well as Representative David Cicilline
of Rhode Island and Representative Matthew Gaetz
of Florida introduced respective versions of the
Foreign Agents Registration Modernization and
Enforcement Act to grant CID authority the DOJ’s
FARA Unit.106 Under the proposed reform, CID power
would be similar to subpoena duces tecum used
in grand jury investigations and could be used to
compel the production of documents “whenever
the Attorney General has reason to believe” that
registration under the act is required.107 Such power
would enable the DOJ to investigate suspected
violators more aggressively; discover documentary
evidence of foreign direction or control; and uncover
secret arrangements between foreign principals
and think tanks, nongovernmental organizations,
grass roots organizations, organizations operating
on university campuses, and foreign state-funded
media outlets operating in the United States.108 If
passed, the CID authority would allow the DOJ’s
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FARA Unit to request documents from RT to expose
its organizational structure, identify its supervisory
board members, and reveal financial expenditures
and contractual arrangements. The FARA Unit could
then decide whether to initiate a civil or criminal
proceeding.
To bring the law in line with modern technology
and advocacy practices, FARA reform should
be more expansive. The FARA Unit requested
that CID authority should include not only power
to compel the production of records, but also
obtain responses to written interrogatories or oral
testimony.109 Given how inherently challenging it
could be to prove “direction or control” by a foreign
principal, the ability of the DOJ to compel witness
testimony in FARA enforcement actions is very
important. With the expanded CID authority, the
DOJ could compel RT and its US counterparts to
disclose their contractual arrangements. But, to
uncover the extent of a foreign principal’s direction
or control, the CID authority should include the
power to compel witness testimony. The authority
to subpoena individuals to appear and testify under
oath would allow the DOJ to investigate both
compliance with the disclosure requirements and
agents’ relationships with their principals.
FARA provisions that exempt persons from
registering under the act pose another significant
challenge to the DOJ’s enforcement.110 Some industry
participants observed that these exemptions are
“poorly defined” and the FARA Unit has issued few
regulations or advisory guidance interpreting them.111
In particular, the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995
(LDA) created a carve-out for foreign commercial
interests (which could be hard to distinguish from
government interests) and allowed them to register
as lobbyists, rather than as foreign agents under
FARA, and thus minimize disclosure obligations.112
To ensure that the current exemption system does
not inhibit FARA enforcement, Congress could
amend FARA to establish an affirmative duty on
possible FARA agents to inform the DOJ if they
intend to rely on a particular exemption113 and
present sufficient evidence that the exemption
applies. Lobbyists representing foreign interests
who rely on the LDA exemption should make
additional disclosures that they indeed represent
foreign commercial rather than government or
political interests. The notification would inform the
DOJ of the agent’s existence and allow the DOJ to
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compel additional disclosure via CID, if warranted
by the evidence. So, for example, if RT intended
to rely on a bona fide media exclusion, it would be
required to notify the DOJ of its intent to do so and
make disclosures confirming that it is indeed a bona
fide media organization.
FARA could also be reformed by enabling the DOJ
to impose civil penalties for failing to register—or
for late, incomplete, or inaccurate filings—against
agents who knew or should have known that
they needed to register. Most FARA violations are
inadvertent because FARA applies broadly and does
not have de minimis thresholds to trigger violations.
For that reason, the DOJ typically provides the
individual or entity a notice and opportunity to
rectify the failure to register. But some agents
acting on behalf of foreign principals intentionally
operate in a way to avoid FARA triggers. Therefore,
civil fines should be determined based on the
nature of violations, take into account the agent’s
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intent, and be proportionate to the expenditures
and compensation. The penalties should apply
retroactively to maximize incentives for compliance.
In addition to granting the FARA Unit full CID
authority,
imposing
affirmative
notification
requirement for use of exemptions, and allowing
for civil fines for noncompliance, Congress should
increase funding to modernize FARA administration
and enforcement, improve the record-keeping
system, and facilitate users’ access to disclosure
materials. The internet database that the DOJ uses
today to house current and historical data on FARA
registrants needs to be more comprehensive and
include all informational materials submitted by
all registrants at all times. Making this data more
easily available would enable civil society groups
and other interested stakeholders to identify the
information distributed by foreign agents and alert
the public of their activities.
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Conclusion
The Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 was
adopted in response to what Congress regarded as
an information war against the American people.
Despite the desire to protect the public from
conversion, confusion, and deceit, Congress did
not restrain the adversary’s attempts to distribute
information. Instead, it required the speakers to
identify themselves and disclose the nature of their
activities, in order to enable the public to better
judge the truthfulness of their materials.
At a minimum, RT’s activities warrant a thorough
investigation by the Department of Justice. Strong
evidence supports a conclusion that Russia’s RT
is owned, controlled, and financed by the Russian
state. RT does not present evidence to support that
it is a bona fide media organization, which should
be excluded from registration. Instead, RT advances
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Russia’s interests abroad and uses communication
channels to influence US domestic and foreign
policy. If RT fails to respond to a DOJ inquiry or to
present ample evidence that it should be exempt,
an enforcement action should follow.
The registration “as agent of foreign principal”
would not infringe on RT’s freedom of speech,
because RT would be able to continue operating
in the US without restriction. Rather, the disclosure
would serve the First Amendment by supplementing
information about the agent and ensuring that the
public is not misled that it represents a disinterested
source. Recently introduced reforms and other
reform initiatives can modernize the statute and
make it more effective in bringing “the spotlight
of pitiless publicity”114 to the attempts of foreign
powers to undermine and discredit democracy.
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Recommendations for Amending
FARA and Improving Enforcement
For Congress to Amend FARA
•

Grant the DOJ National Security Division civil investigative demand authority to compel production
of records from potential and current registrants and obtain responses to written interrogatories and
oral testimony.

•

Create an affirmative duty for persons whose activities trigger registration requirement to inform
the DOJ that they intend to rely on a particular exemption and present sufficient evidence that the
exemption applies.

•

Require lobbyists representing foreign interests and registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act to
make additional disclosures confirming that they represent foreign commercial rather than government
or political interests, particularly with respect to interests of foreign government-owned, financed, or
subsidized entities.

•

Impose civil penalties for failure to register—or for late, incomplete, or inaccurate filings—against
agents who knew or should have known that they needed to register.

•

Require electronic filing of informational materials and disclosure of all materials distributed by foreign
agents, including written communications with US officials, candidates for office or their staff, and
make all informational materials publicly available.

•

Update the definition of “information materials” and labeling requirements to account for modern
technology, internet, and social media as means of conveying informational materials.

For the Department of Justice
•

Perform an assessment of current statutory exemptions from registration and reporting and consider
issuing interpretative guidelines or making FARA advisory opinions publicly available as an information
resource.

•

Increase oversight and enforcement of FARA to ensure better compliance.

•

Improve the timeliness and completeness of registrant submissions, send delinquency notices, and
develop policies to follow up on them.

•

Modernize record-keeping system and facilitate users’ access to disclosure materials, including
historical data and all informational materials submitted by all registrants at all time.

•

Implement recommendations in the 2016 Audit Report on the National Security Division’s Enforcement
and Administration of FARA by the Office of Inspector General.
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